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----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Introduction 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You may be wondering why I wrote a guide on how to fail all the  
objectives. Actually, I saw a similar guide on this both Goldeneye, and  
Perfect Dark. It seemed to me to be an interesting version of the in- 
depth guides, and you could use it to now how to avoid failing the  
missions. Anyway, I致e listed the possible ways to fail each objective.  
I haven稚 included getting yourself killed, or not doing that  
objective, as that should already be obvious. Basically, it痴 anything  
that will make the game tell you致e failed that objective during the  
gameplay. This guide has been done for 00 Agent mode. It will still  
apply to agent and secret agent; some of the objectives just won稚 be  
there. This is, by the way, for the N64 version. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2. Mission 1: Courier (00 Agent) 



----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Collect equipment from safety deposit box. 
     Cannot be failed. 
B- Avoid civilian casualties. 
     -Kill a civilian or security guard 
C- Collect money from safe 
     Cannot be failed. 
D- Crack safe. 
     Cannot be failed. 
E- Destroy Video Backup. 
     Cannot be failed 
F- Escape from bank. 
     Cannot be failed 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. Mission 2: King痴 Ransom (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Protect primary MI6 personnel. 
     - Shoot M, Robinson, Moneypenny, Dr. Warmflash, etc. 
B- Avoid guard/civilian casualties. 
     - Kill a guard or civilian. 
C- Find Sir Robert 
     Cannot be failed 
D- Activate third Floor lock-down. 
     Cannot be failed 
E- Rescue M from terrorists. 
     - Kill M 
F- Escort M to security center. 
     - Kill M 
G- Activate first floor lock-down. 
     Cannot be failed 
H- Activate Sprinkler system. 
     Cannot be failed 
I- Escort Dr. Warmflash to injury victims 
     - Kill Dr. Warmflash 
     - Let one of the guards kill her. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. Mission 3: Thames Chase (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Pursue, but don稚 eliminate female assassin. 
     - Kill Cigar Girl at the beginning of the stage. 
     - Waste too much time at the end and let her escape. 
B- Rescue hostages 
     - Kill a hostage. 
     - Allow a guard to kill a hostage. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. Mission 4: Underground Uprising (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Rescue hostages. 
     - Kill a hostage. 
     - Let a guard kill a hostage. 
B- Defuse bomb. 
     - Allow the time limit to run out. 
     - Shoot the bomb. 
     - Try to defuse the bomb too fast, and trip the anti-tamper                 
       device. 
C- Pursue female assassin 
     - Allow her balloon to get away at the end of the stage. 



     - Shoot her. 
D- Avoid civilian casualties 
     - Shoot a civilian. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. Mission 5: Cold Reception (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Draw terrorists away from Electra. 
     Cannot be failed. 
B- Destroy fuel dump at tower # 1.  
     - Don稚 blow it up as you go past. 
C- Destroy fuel dump at tower # 2. 
     - Don稚 blow it up as you go past. 
D- Get to bottom of peak. 
     Cannot be failed. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7. Mission 6: Night Watch (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Avoid alerting Gabor 
     - Let Gabor see you. 
     - Kill Gabor 
B- Avoid alerting Davidov 
     - Let Davidov see you. 
     - Kill Davidov. 
     - Let a security camera see you. 
C- Avoid any casualties 
     - Kill a guard. 
D- Plant phone-taps. 
     Cannot be failed 
E- Photograph documents showing Davidov is a traitor. 
     Cannot be failed 
F- Escape in Davidov痴 car 
     Cannot be failed 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
8. Mission 7: Midnight Departure (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Eliminate Davidov. 
     Cannot be failed 
B- Pick up Davidov痴 phone. 
     Cannot be failed. 
C- Get controller to land plane. 
     - Kill controller. 
D- Find Dr. Arkov痴 ID badge. 
     Cannot be failed 
E- Find an item to bribe the guard with. 
     Cannot be failed 
F- Board Plane 
     - Fail objective C. 
G- Avoid Civilian Casualties. 
     - Kill a civilian. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9. Mission 8: Masquerade (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Infiltrate facility 
     - Pull out a gun before meeting Renard. 
     - Kill anyone before meeting Renard. 
B- Christmas must survive. 



     - Make sure she doesn稚 survive. 
C- Avoid Innocent Casualties 
     - Cause some innocent casualties (kill a soldier or IDA guy). 
D- Pick up locator card. 
     Cannot be failed. 
E- Escape from blast pit. 
     Cannot be failed. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
10. Mission 9: City of Walkways I (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Locate Zukovsky 
     Cannot be failed 
B- Keep Christmas alive. 
     - Don稚 keep her alive. 
C- Do not eliminate your allies. 
     - Kill one of Zukovsky痴 guards 
D- Keep Zukovsky alive. 
     - Don稚 keep Zukovsky alive. 
E- Retrieve computer files 
     Cannot be failed 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
11. Mission 10: City of Walkways II (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Return to Zukovsky 
     Cannot be failed 
B- Collect equipment from Zukovsky痴 car. 
     Cannot be failed 
C- Do not eliminate your allies. 
     - Eliminate your allies. 
D- Destroy helicopter. 
     Cannot be failed 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
12. Mission 11: Turncoat (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Pursue Bullion 
     - Waste time, and allow Bullion to escape. 
B- Rescue hostages. 
     - Kill a hostage. 
     - Allow a guard to kill a hostage. 
C- Christmas must survive. 
     - Kill her. 
D- Avoid innocent casualties 
     - Kill a civilian. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
13. Mission 12: Fallen Angel (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Open security door with scanned fingerprint 
     Cannot be failed 
B- Rescue M at all costs. 
     - Kill M 
C- Stop Electra from warning Renard. 
     - Allow Electra to warn Renard, by not killing her. 
D- Do not eliminate your allies. 
     - Kill Zukovsky or one of his guards. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 



14. Mission 13: A Sinking Feeling (00 Agent) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Board submarine. 
     Allow one of the guards to raise the alarm before getting aboard. 
B- Locate and rescue Christmas. 
     - Allow alarm to be raised before getting aboard. 
     - Kill Christmas. 
     - Allow one of the guards to kill her. 
C- Gain access to control room 
     Cannot be failed 
D- Avoid submarine crew casualties. 
     - Kill one of the crew members. 
E- Escort Dr. Jones to mine room. 
     - Kill Dr. Jones. 
F- Destroy guidance controls. 
     Cannot be failed 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
15. Mission 14: Meltdown 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A- Enter reactor chamber. 
     Cannot be failed 
B- Eliminate Renard. 
     - Waste a lot of time, and allow the reactor to meltdown. 
C- Protect Christmas 
     Kill Christmas at the very end of the stage. 
D- Stop the meltdown 
     - Allow the reactor to meltdown by wasting a lot of time. 
E- Escape the flooding sub. 
     Cannot be failed 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
16. Updates 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Version 1.3: Updated my e-mail address. 
Version 1.2: Added how to fail Objective C in the Meltdown stage. 
             Updated legal and contact information. 
Version 1.0: initial update 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
17. Credits 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nintendo, EA, and Eurocom: They made the game, so I have to give them  
some credit. 

Evan Reiter: I used his 00 Agent guide to check some of the objectives  
in 00 Agent. 

EdTheMoogle and Split Infinity: I got the idea for this guide from  
their  mission failure guides for Goldeneye and Perfect Dark. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
18. Legal Info/Contacting Me 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This guide is copyright, 2001, of Kodos86 (that would be me), all  
rights reserved. This guide may not be reproduced in any means, except  
as a personal electronic copy, or as a personal computer print-off.  
This guide may not be bought, sold, or given away as a bonus with  
another purchase. The ONLY official site carrying this guide is Game  
FAQS (www.gamefaqs.com), and is where one can always find the most  



recent update. If any of you see this guide at any site other then the  
above, PLEASE notify me immediately (they may have permission to use  
it, but they might not). If you wish to use this guide on your site,  
contact me at Kodos86@aol.com. I will probably allow you to use it,  
although there are some guidelines: 

1. You must give me sole credit for the guide, and keep the guide  
intact. 
2. You may not be profiting from this guide in any way. 
3. You must have a legitimate site. 
4. You must TRY to keep the guide updated (recent updates will always  
to found at Game FAQS). 

Contacting Me 
------------- 
Please note that my e-mail address has changed. My aol account will be  
shut down by the end of the month, and will probably not be checked  
again. If you have sent an e-mail to my aol address and I have not  
responded yet, please send the e-mail to my new address, as otherwise  
the e-mail will most likely never to seen or read. 

Feel free to contact me at kodos86@adelphia.com. Below is my policy  
regarding the various kinds of messages I may recieve. 

Questions: I will try to answer questions you send me to the best of my  
ability. Please remember that I am not affiliated with Nintendo or any  
other video game company. Before asking me something, READ THROUGH THE  
GUIDE to see if your question is already answered. If your question is  
already answered in the guide, I will ignore it. 

Comments: Any comments on the guide or how it could be made better are  
appreciated. Valid complaints about the guide are also appreciated. 

Information about my guides being ripped off: If you ever see one of my  
guides being used illegally, please contact me immediately. Also, it  
helps if you have the word "plagiarism" somewhere in the subject of the  
e-mail. 

Flames: Don't waste my time with these. I will post the message on the  
GameFAQs boards so we can make fun of your stupidity, and then I will  
delete the message. The same goes for messages with horrendous grammar  
(ex: "hey, sup dawg. ah got a q"). 

Chain Letters: No, I don't believe that I will recieve large amounts of  
money if I forwards a stupid e-mail to several people. Neither do I  
believe that not sending an e-mail will give me bad luck or cause me to  
have unsuccesful relationships, or that I will mysteriously die because  
of it. Honestly, chain letters are cute for about 20 seconds, after  
which they become plain STUPID. Yes, I will delete them. 

Spam Letters: Not only is it illegal, but I have spam blocking  
software; don't waste your time. 

                       ~End of Document~ 
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